
Cannot add ARI Fancybox to article
Posted by didzis - 2011/07/11 14:43
_____________________________________

Hi,

I recently purchased the ARI Fancybox and now I'm trying out basic scenarios as written in description of plugin but
unfortunately they are not working properly. I have read some other posts here in order to find solution but without
success.
So I'm using Joomla 1.6 and TinyMCE as article editor which has all the auto-correct options switched off.

1. I tried to create image gallery by using fancybox module. When I write in editor in html-mode {arifancybox
moduleId="85"}{/arifancybox} and after press save the text is modified {arifancybox moduleId="85"}{/arifancybox}

", but at least this part of code is showing the gallery.

2. Next I tried {arifancybox generateThumbs="true" thumbType="cropresize" thumbCount="1"}{/arifancybox}. As you can
guess this part of code didn't work either, even worse it only outputs the whole code-line and no image.

3. The same thing happens with {arifancybox activeType="icontent" opt_width="300" opt_height="250" link="Click me"
title="Hidden text"} Inline content which you want to show in fancybox goes here. {/arifancybox}.

In attached files are some screenshots if that helps http://www.ari-soft.com/images/fbfiles/files/arifancybox_error.doc 

Can you please suggest what I'm doing wrong or what I can do to avoid this inappropriate behaviour of ARI Fancybox.

============================================================================

Re:Cannot add ARI Fancybox to article
Posted by admin - 2011/07/11 14:48
_____________________________________

Hello,

1. Read how to resolve described problem here.

2 and 3. Check that "System - ARI Fancybox Anywhere" plugin is installed and enabled. If it doesn't help, could you
provide link to page where we can see the problem and temporary access to your J! backend by email that we can
investigate the problem?

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Cannot add ARI Fancybox to article
Posted by didzis - 2011/07/11 15:00
_____________________________________

It is a fresh copy of Joomla 1.6 and I'm just experimenting what can I do with it.
Just tried to write arifancybox statements without using quotation marks when describing attributes and it worked.

Thanks for the link "No Filter" helped, but you should write this somewhere down in description if it is not done till now.

Thanks, for super-quick response
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